Since 2010, the U.S. economy has experienced private sector job growth, a jobless rate below 5.5 percent, and steady growth in the country’s gross domestic product. There are still underlying weaknesses, however, as evidenced by the historically low employment rate of prime-age people and the continued high number of workers unemployed for longer than six months. Unemployment is even more prevalent for people with criminal records. Nearly 10 million adults return to the community from jails and federal and state prisons each year in the U.S., and they face significant challenges. Numerous studies find that people require a combination of family support, community assistance, and economic opportunity to stay out of the criminal justice system. Access to employment is a critical component of this web of support, as a steady job provides financial resources and social connections that build motivation.

As the field develops more knowledge about what works to reduce recidivism and promote job readiness, the National Reentry Resource Center, a project of The Council of State Governments (CSG) Justice Center, will continue to work with the National Employment Law Project to provide broad-based education, training, and resources to policymakers who wish to implement effective legislation and policies.

What Are Fair-Chance Hiring Policies?

It is estimated that one in three adults in the U.S. have some type of criminal record that may appear on a routine background check for employment. Furthermore, in one recent survey, men with conviction records accounted for about 34 percent of nonworking men of prime working age. Studies have shown that the existence of a criminal record reduces job callbacks by 50 percent on average, with an uptick to 60 percent for black male job candidates. These statistics demonstrate both that involvement with the criminal justice system is a fairly common experience in the U.S. and that a criminal record impacts employment opportunities.

A broad menu of reforms, which some localities have deemed “fair-chance” laws, incorporates “ban the box” policies and builds off the best practices detailed in the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) guidelines on the use of arrest and conviction records in employment decisions. EEOC recommendations that have been incorporated into fair-chance laws include, for example:

- Prohibiting certain criminal record information from consideration, such as arrests that have not led to convictions;
- Considering only specific job-related convictions in hiring; and
- Providing job applicants an opportunity to explain their criminal record.

Policy reforms aimed at the consideration of records in hiring decisions run the gamut in substance from simply removing the conviction history from the job application to more robust versions. The scope of the reform also varies as to the level of government, the legal mechanism used, and the type of employer included.

As of October 2015, 19 states representing nearly every region of the country have adopted policies to delay conviction history inquiries: California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia.
Each of these states have enacted legislation except for four—Georgia, New York, Vermont, and Virginia; these states have policies in place through gubernatorial actions. Seven states have removed the conviction inquiry from job applications for private employers as well. In addition, major employers such as Walmart, Target, Starbucks, Home Depot, Bed, Bath & Beyond, and Koch Industries have taken the conviction question off of their job applications.

**Impact of Fair-Chance Policies to Date**

Although there has been limited formal tracking of the results of these fair-chance policies, existing information indicates an increase in hiring people with records.

In North Carolina, Durham County adopted a policy for county job applicants in 2012 that delayed background checks until applicants were selected for hiring and also incorporated EEOC criteria for considering records. Ninety-six percent of Durham County applicants with criminal records—who were recommended for hire prior to the criminal record check—were ultimately hired after the results revealed some criminal history.

After the City of Minneapolis implemented its policy, it found that removing the conviction disclosure box from initial applications, incorporating EEOC criteria, and postponing background checks until after a conditional offer of employment decreased the amount of transactional work for staff, did not slow down the hiring process, and resulted in more than half of applicants with convictions being hired.

**Fiscal Considerations**

An attractive aspect of this reform is its low cost of implementation. Removing the conviction history question from the job application is a minimal expenditure. Incorporating the EEOC best practices into written policies and practices and providing training to human resources decision makers can also be absorbed administratively. Enforcement of the policy, data collection to assess the results, and policy compliance review would require the infrastructure to perform these functions, which would vary in cost depending on the existing systems in place.

**Implementation Considerations**

In a case study documenting the implementation of laws in three jurisdictions, a common theme was the importance of stakeholder engagement. Additional components to ensure successful implementation of a policy include tracking outcomes, identifying any barriers to compliance, and improving upon the policy to ensure the goals are being met. Questions to consider regarding how to meet these goals include the following:

- For tracking compliance of public employers, is there a confidential tracking system in place that documents how many people with records are denied job opportunities based on their records and how many people with records are ultimately hired?
- For private employers, are there low-cost opportunities to document the number of people with records rejected or accepted for job opportunities, such as random audits or simple electronic surveys? In addition, is there a system to track complaints, and can this information be readily made available to the public in the aggregate?
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2. The count of total prison releases in 2014 was 614,701 as generated using the Corrections Statistical Analysis Tool, U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, while approximately 9 million people are released annually from local jails according to Besh, A.J., “The Importance of Successful Reentry to Jail Population Growth,” presented at the Urban Institute’s Jail Reentry Roundtable, June 27, 2006.
8. See infra fn. 3.
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